CLIMATEMASTER
Wi-Fi Temperature Sensor

Features

- Multiple uses:
  - Remote temperature sensor
  - Outdoor temperature sensor*
- Compatible with ClimateMaster Wi-Fi thermostats
- Easy setup using the ClimateMaster Configurator App
- Automatic temperature averaging when multiple sensors are used
- Up to 8 sensors per thermostat
- Operating temperature range:
  - 0° – 120°F w/alkaline batteries
  - -20° – 130°F w/lithium batteries
- Small size
- Uses (2) AA batteries (included)
- Expected battery life: Indoor sensor sample rate of 1 per minute: > year (Assumes strong constant Wi-Fi signal strength and connection)

* Not to be mounted in areas receiving direct rain or snow

Compatibilty

Compatible with ClimateMaster Wi-Fi thermostats including CM500 and CM300